10 Non-member attendees.
1W
1 POC
3 over 45
2 under 25
Tam Hawkins: Absent
Al Braden is on the phone.
Safety moment:
Erika: Flooding. Areas of concern. Wrap up at 6 to be able to get home safely.
Citizen’s Communications
Paul Robbins: 1982’s Energy efficiency programs. Astounding results. Lowest average residential
energy consumption, second lowest bill. Less than 1% of utilities use less than Austin. Austin’s
customers’ bill is 476 dollars lower/year. Austin’s efficiency programs saved an amount equal to 12
thousand car’s worth of carbon dioxide. The weatherization plan, however, is not effective. It is a
social program, and not an effective one. It gets a 50 cent return to the home dweller to the dollar
invested. It would be more effective to just give the money away. The funding for one program
(environmental) is being usurped for another program (social). He calls this cannibalism. “Would
solar advocates forgo investments in solar and give money to the poor? Would anyone stop running
the scrubbers at Fayette and give the money to social programs?” Paul wants the working group to
develop a clear division of missions. He argues for a separation of social programs and environmental
programs. If you want a social program, fund it through CAP, the Customer Assistance Program.
Cyrus asks a question about his statistics. What were the assumptions as far as savings? Cites a study
that quotes a significant reduction through demand response. His study saw that weatherization
induced a .9 kw demand reduction in residential consumption. Is that accurate?
Paul Robbins: Answer’s Cyrus’ question. His statistics are from Customer Energy Solutions annual
report for 2018. He has never seen a report that says weatherization ever gets its money back.
Cyrus: Just curious, because .9 kw per household seems pretty significant to me. So, your objection is
not weatherization, but using environmental money to fund it?
Paul: Exactly. If you do not cannibalize, and the efficiency budget was not cut, I do not have the same
objection. But I also do think the money could be better spent. Paul left immediately after presenting.

Bob Hendricks: Wants to address the forecasts for costs for energy. Affordability is important. Key to
understanding affordability is the assumptions that are built into calculating the costs of renewable
energy vs fossil fuels. AE Forecasts that cost of West Tx wind energy will go up over 30 % 20232030 and solar up 9% same frame. However, other forecasts (ERCOT) predict a 4.4% in Solar and

3% by Wind drop. Not a significant drop… but, the real problem is the assumptions that are built into
these forecasts.
Hendricks sites the increase of floods, fires, droughts, etc. and demands for actions that will result
through the continued use of fossil fuels. These fossil-fuel-centric forecasts include assumptions about
the continued subsidization of fossil fuels. Assuming that they will not institute a carbon fee. That the
Fed would Not fund research into batteries, or that they will all fail. They also assume that we will not
continue tax credits for solar or wind. “God help us if that’s true.” These assumptions will result in the
millions of lives already affected by climate change becoming hundreds of millions. He closes by
admitting that he doesn’t know how to address these assumptions in these studies, but he wants
everyone in this room to be aware of them.

Robert San Souci: 20-year-old UT Austin student, and member of Sunrise Austin. Youngest person in
this room. Transition from fossil fuels. Natural disasters will become more common and intense, like
Harvey, or the recent Dallas Tornadoes. Climate disasters will increase across North America.
Increasing heatwaves. Food systems collapsing. Economic damage that will occur along with these
phenomena at Great Depression levels. This will happen. It is happening, and it is unstoppable to
some degree. But we will decide how intense it will be. Shutting down Fayette completely is
something we can do that wont break the bank. As deciding on studies and scenarios, think of me and
people my age, the children and the grandchildren of your generation. Think of the world you want to
leave for them.
Cyrus: “What if we are mad at our children right now?” Just a joke. I’m sorry… Just kidding.
Laughter in the Room.
Robert doesn’t respond.
Mark Dombroski CFO and CRO of Austin Energy Presents on the Affordability Metric

Mark Dombroski: Affordability, focused in on rates. Not the right approach. The average is 3% of
household income goes to electricity. What we are trying to do with affordability is decrease that slice.
He is arguing a rate focus is not getting us there.

Why are rates not getting us there?

Data in these visualizations is from the EIA, publication is from Union of Concerned Scientists.
Mark shows a map of the Electricity Rates/Burdens in the US: Rates vary greatly. Electricity Burden
does not vary so much. So, a lot of things go into burdens. Focusing in on rates is unwarranted.
Back in 2011, lots of debates on the threshold for affordability. The language adopted created our
current affordability goal.

Orange Line: consumer Price Index in urban areas. This is the percent of change.
Black Line: AE all in rates change. So the up and down, that is just fuel cost. So, sometimes it is as
much as 17% on an annual basis. The yellow line showed an average increase, historically of 2%.
They used this to develop the 2% increase for our affordability goal in 2011. And how it is used in the
resource plan. There was a slight increase in 2013. And then, power costs started dramatically
decreasing. AE’s PSA been decreasing. Base rate also decreased.
The other thing tracked here is different between AE rates and ERCOT.
Blue Line: Average residential rates, which includes the Deregulated ERCOT market, but also other
regulated areas (which are proceed much lower). 2010 REPs started really increasing in prices
dramatically. Austin has cost recovery (through selling energy). So, you can see that this increase in
natural gas didn’t affect our rates as much.
This chart shows how the 2% increase is much steeper than the curve of the actual price of energy.
So Mark is arguing that we cannot see this differential between where we are at and the 2% mark as
wiggle room for expenditures to increase renewables/cut our carbon emissions. If we ramped up to
meet the 2% goal, we would be well above the market and people and businesses could not afford it.

2 metrics for affordability: system average rates at 2% began October 2012. Which was our last rate
change.

We have been in full compliance of the 2% rule. Have been noncompliant on the competitiveness
metric. But it is hard to keep on top of because the data is about a year old by the time he gets it.
With the 2% goal, the yellow line, you can see we have created a lot of headroom (244 million
dollars). So, we could increase the cost by 244 million dollars, and still meet that goal… no one here
believes that would be affordable.
Mark believe we need alternative metrics by which to measure affordability.
The RPWG members suggest that the problem is that compound rate. But he argues that yes, we could
reset every year, and that would get rid of the headroom. But then it would basically render the
historical trend of 2% compounded rate as unworkable. Which, he already believes it is, but he has
other alternatives in mind.
The electricity affordability gap/Electric Cost Burden is a better metric, but it is really hard to gather
data on that. They would have to know what each household makes and what each business nets. Etc.
We tend to gross things up for our analyses, but it is really varied on an individual basis. Census data
or something might be a better measure.
We have two sustainability goals: we want to decrease energy use, and we want people to use
renewable energy.

We have some of the lowest energy consumption rates. This raises the cost of energy, but does not
increase the energy bill. So, if we decrease the amount of consumption even further, the rates will
increase. This is why basing affordability on rates is not a good method.
Also, comparing rates across locations doesn’t take into account changes in the against cost of living.
A price rate in Austin means a very different thing then some of Texas’ more rural areas.
Options to measure affordability:

Electric rates. Not great. Lots of reasons why.
Electric Bills: that is a better way, but not great.
Customer electric cost burden: good measure, but difficult to get the data on. Bills over household
income and/or bills of net gross of a business.
Conclusion:

Through the Census, you can get income at the zip code level. Mark doesn’t know how to get info of
household income or at the level of every business.
Ruby: Due to gentrification, zip code level does not represent the differences of the people who live in
those zip codes.
Mark: My approach is that you set rates based upon the average customer and then set up programs to
help those who are below the average. If they can only afford to spend .5% of their income on
electricity, the program allows for them to spend only that .5%. So, you can customize that program.
What we are doing at Austin energy are harming some of these people through unintended
consequences. But we are working on that. And the resource plan is one aspect. So, rates are not great
when considering affordability.
Todd: I think rates are a good way to measure affordability. He defends the 2% rate as an affordability
goal. In the past, some sustainability goals got out of hand and forced AE’s hand in making some bad
investments. Since this affordability goal has been in place, we have been meeting our renewable
energy goals and maintaining a good rate for industry and people. The utility is either at or ahead of
the Resource plan goals. This constraint enables the utility to make intelligent investments when the
market says it is cost-effective. It gives you the option to make large purchases when the market
shows it will be effective.
Mark: He appreciates the “shock collar” role that it is meant to play, but he rebuts Todd’s point. That
goal had nothing to do with where we are today. It was dues to the drop in the price of Natural Gas,
Renewables, etc. It was not due to the affordability goal, but chance happenings of the market. Todd is
right that we need to make investment decisions, and what we are talking about is what we should use
to inform those decisions. But the 2% rate isn’t that.

At AE, we do not make any money. We are simply cost recovery. When costs go up, prices go up. But
we are not making any money. We just manage our rates and production in order to break even.
The challenge right now is low load growth. In the past, population growth meant load growth. But
the energy efficiency and conservation programs have been very effective. We stopped seeing that
growth in revenue. Our population growth is still increasing, but our load growth is much slower than
it once was. about 4.6%. People are no longer consuming more and more energy. That will change
with the adoption of Electric Vehicles, but it will take the better part of the ten-year planning period
this plan considers before the number of EVs is significant.
Al Braden: The 2% metric has helped us with the legislature. It keeps them off of our back. If we get
to something broadly philosophical that we cannot measure, we will have harder time arguing
defensively.
Mark: Agrees with Al, we need something we can measure… but adds that we cannot raise rates 24
million dollars and still claim to be affordable. He is not saying to get rid of measuring, recognizes the
political use. However, his job was to look at how this goal impacts energy resource planning.
Bob: I have two priorities 1. increase renewables, but even more, 2. make sure we don’t leave out
lower income communities. These priorities don’t necessarily align. Anything you can to do give us
metrics to help us accomplish these two things and to communicate it, to keep track of these variables.
But we have to focus on those two things.
Mark: This gets into the problem with using averages. Multigenerational homes built in 1950s in the
center of town use much more energy than does a single-family house in downtown, on the water. But
we still measure both the same way, through averages. Low income neighborhoods near the water also
use less energy than others. But we use the same affordability programs for both.
Ruby: How do we take all this information and try to come up with equitable rates?
Mark: “…I’m going to need more than a few minutes.” [laughter] We are working on our next rate
review. Doing a lot of data mining, CAP data, etc., data scientists are working on trying to come up
with a better rate design. But I am focusing on affordability and the resource plan here. So, my focus
is that almost anything is “affordable” using this 2% model.
Mark: Within our financial model, the highest driver of affordability is risk. All sorts of risks are
baked into our forecasts. When we run scenarious, we have a cone of uncertainty. We don’t know
what is going to happen, next week, much less 5-10 years form now. A lot of decisions we are
making, we have to include a risk premium or you can really make some bad decisions. I think Cost
effectiveness is better to consider, rather than affordability. What we are trying to do is avoid carbon.
What methods do we have that get the lowest cost/ton of carbon avoided. Some point establish a
hurdle rate. For instance, storage. Currently 850/kwh of storage. That is too high. But once we get to
200, that might be low enough. So, set a hurdle rate at 200/kwh. That makes sure we are avoiding
carbon at the lowest rate.

Cyrus: So, you’re not saying we can ignore affordability goal. You are saying that just focusing on the
2% goal is not enough.
Mark: Correct.
Todd: What if the 2% rate is not compounded… ?
Kaiba: A lot of benefits to the energy burden… but that is not a metric we can set in the near term?
Mark: That would be much more useful.
Kaiba: but in the context of our work here, do you envision that we would be able to use it?
Mark: My point, is that our energy burden is doing well. But, we need to do everything we can to use
the lowest cost-per-ton of carbon avoided. We need to set hurdle rates to plan on what we do next
time.
Bob: could do the 2% as a base, but then you have to throw something of an affordability program for
lower incomes.
Carey: Cuts off this conversation to stick to the agenda.
Bob: If our rate was at 50.1% of ERCOT, is anyone getting beaten up on that?
Todd: not yet… that’s a good rate.
Mark: We are in a good position. We are in better position than the Retail Energy Providers.
Carey: Couple observations. One, these are goals. It’s not like a bomb goes off at 51%. No catastrophe
occurs if we don’t meet them. They are there to guide us. Secondly. Even having set those goals a
number of years ago, they are not really the cause of where we are. Renewables have come down and
gas gotten high, by chance. That is the reason we are in our situation. We would have supersceded the
2% so many times and we would have likely abandoned the goal. We have stayed within the realms
because we didn’t do anything crazy. Well, that and good fortune in the market. The point is, at this
time, the 2% rate compounded now, at this time, probably should not be our affordability goal. Which
is to say that we shouldn’t let that measure impact our investment decisions. Affordability is
something different than bumping up to that 2% mark. We need to make investments wisely. If you
can make carbon goals cheaper one way than another, do that.
A lot of what we are talking about is rate adjustment, not generation planning. No matter what we do
here in resource generation, rich people have less trouble than poor. So, equity is more of a rate issue,
it’s not so much how much energy costs. Absent doing something insane…
Todd: Agrees with those observations. We can somewhat disregard the red affordability line. And
focus on the costs related to the high/low outputs for the various scenarios under review.
Marty: So, do we disregard the 2%? Look for a different metric? Which may be a good

Todd: Disagrees that the 2% rate is compounded. It is a year over year rate. But that is an old
argument. It is a waste of time to rehash it here. This group should focus on scenarios and what drives
something to be low risk vs high risk…
Carey: no one, not even Mark, has an alternative metric. He has ideas, but doesn’t know if he can get
data to back it up.
Kaiba: What about other metrics: customer bills instead of rates?
Todd: Well, I’m ok with bills in addition to rates.
Carey: Second point… honestly, unless we do something crazy we are going to fit within all the
affordability metrics that are on the table. The nice thing is, nature and markets are still cooperating
with us.
Marty: [Clarifying] we do want to include affordability goals in the plan. Want to assure that energy
burden is low on an average basis. So… but don’t we need to include something like this language in
our recommendations? No, because luck is on our side?
Cyrus: as you consider renewables make sure some of your programs are aimed at the people who are
least able to pay, so they benefit as well. Keeping the values in there without getting into the specifics
of budgets.
Kaiba: Bills are still a possible better metric. Take typical bills and compare them to low income bills.
That would be more meaningful than the rates. Because if you are low income and in an old house,
you could have a low rate and still have a high bill. Because you are air conditioning the outdoors,
basically.
Todd: That is more for residential, so I don’t have a problem with layering that on.
Carey: Suggests they move on, because he expects to meet the affordability goals with the scenarios
on the table.
Karen: There have been times when renewables have lowered bills.
Carey: Yes, there have been cost impacts from the most recent solar purchases.
Erika: we had 1 month in 2013 where it generated revenue. This year today, we have had 2 months.
So the trend is good. We need to put that in context. There are a lot of factors that come together. The
Affordability measure came out when there was nothing else there. But because of changes in the
market and new technologies, it has become a less effective metric. Now we go out to the market and
test it, and that has been a more effective method for planning investments.
Carey: If you look in your packet, you’ll see the answers to the questions from the last meeting.
Cyrus: Thank you. Two tables with the numbers. Year by year, the costs, risks, staying below the two
percent. Those were useful. Thank you.

Carey: He is talking about Table 6.1.1 and 6.1.2
Cyrus: This comment gets back to Robert Hendricks’ comment. You may be re-jigging these numbers
based on our latest Request for Proposals. Will there be new numbers by the time you run these
scenarios or not?
Babu: Yes, we may be adapting the numbers for these scenarios based on that request.
Al: When you do, can you share them so we can compare them to this chart?
Erika: Just to be clear, we have to average it out. It is in our customers interest to keep those numbers
confidential. So, just to know what to expect, it will be an average. Not the lowest price we received.
[David Tuttle from the Audience intercedes]
David: Demand side question. Was reading some of the papers posted. Not there yet in terms of
numbers of EVs to have a meaningful impact. How many EVs are needed to create an opportunity for
meaningful control for demand side management?
Cyrus: Why don’t you ask one of us the question and we will formally submit it?
Carey: Persons not on the committee cannot ask questions. You are on the EUC, you can talk to Babu
offline, etc.
1:18 Load growth is flat in Austin and it is getting smaller and smaller. All these things preventing
load growth. Historical and trend data to forecast that.
Al: By 2030 there is going to be some load growth. There isn’t a lot of growth in the plan. Would an
EV explosion affect that?
Babu: we haven’t factored in EV growth into our projections.
Erika: Load growth is flat in Austin and it is getting smaller and smaller. More efficient homes, HOAs
out of one plot of land to put two houses on there. All these things preventing load growth. Historical
and trend data forecast a continuation of that.
Carey: the question is would an explosion of EVs impact that?
Erika: When is that explosion going to happen?
Todd: Is 50% pop using EV going to use that?
Carey: Well… yes. But that would be the best thing to happen to the utility. Because they would be
increasing utility portfolio to meet that. That is big nice demand. And we need that. That being said,
low load growth is a great problem to have.

Todd: What Al is saying is that your EV adoption assumption is low.
Karen: In 3 years, there will be a big increase of EVs on the market. All car manufacturers will release
Evs. So, there will be a big increase.
Babu: The load forecast does not include EV adoption. However, we can model a load forecast with
50% EV adoption considered.
Crowd: 50% sounds like a lot… Everyone agrees.
Carey: 50% is a way over the top number. Even if it was all new purchases were of EVs. Still 10
years.
Bob: What is plausible is that 50% of purchases will be EVs. Not 50% of cars on the road being EVs.
Carey: My guess is that it is not going to be enough in major change in total load in a 10 year stretch.
Kaiba: These solar and wind storage prices. Why did you go with McKenzie and not ERCOT?
Babu: McKenzie is fundamental driven. It is a global look. ERCOT is based on information from
other utilities.
Erika: So, why not ERCOT Data?
Cyrus: ERCOT projections on data storage shows 400, where as yours, projecting 600 in 2030 for
batteries. They show solar going down. You say it is steady. I am not saying they are right you are
wrong, but there is a difference there.
Kaiba: ERCOT studies showed the amount of wind and solar on the grid increasing.
Babu: We’ll have to adjust for inflation
Erika: These are all different sources. ERCOT is an ISO. McKenzie, they specialize in forecasts. That
is what they do, it is a solid source.
How old is this ERCOT forecast?
Cyrus: July of this year. Again, not saying they are right. But they show it coming down so much. You
guys have it coming down, but not much.
Babu: Perhaps it is due to different batteries. 2, 4, 6 hour battery? There is a lot of different batteries.
Cyrus: my opinion on how to consider batteries is to wait and do RFPs to see what makes sense. I just
still would like to use number that …

Kaiba: yea, still should use numbers that we are comfortable with. If both of them are good datasets,
perhaps an average of them would make sense?
Carey: Are we considering a significant battery scenario? I am trying to figure out if our numbers here
make a difference…
Kaiba: Well, batteries… but the wind and solar numbers are important too.
Carey: Well that’s what I am getting at. I am not sure the batteries part makes a difference.
Erika: for us to try and have numbers on a technology that is still being vetted in the market is not
worth it.
Cyrus: Right, ERCOT doesn’t know how they are going to treat batteries.
Carey: So, back to Kaiba. Wind and solar. AE has the best position to know the numbers on wind and
solar. Are we using our own numbers?
Erika: We have our own scenarios.
Babu: We look at our own scenarios, and we look at McKenzie.
Kaiba: which goes further.
Erika: Bring some deltas back to see if we are far off or if we are close.
Kaiba: should still be looking at something like that for storage.
Babu: yea definitely.
Babu: McKenzie has a detailed report on prices, but to buy that report is 1000 dollars.
Kaiba: Can we back cast these projections? Do they pan out? Are these forecasts accurate? You have
been getting these reports for a number of years. Compare the forecast to the actual.
Babu: there are a lot of changes, a lot of structural changes. …
Kaiba: So, there are a lot of excuses as to why they might be wrong, but if these are what we are using
to base our planning we should know…
Erika: there are different companies we use. So we could look at what they do to backcast. And then
compare that to what we have in our rfps.
Todd: maybe better to do a sensitivity analysis. Could be solar doesn’t move the needle on the low
case. The band of error might not change the outcome.
Carey: especially out of the 3-4 year period. Because the out years have less influence.

Carey: 20 minutes left. Last handout. We had the ones from the last meeting. The studies that were
done.
Erika: so the three are the same from last time. The discrepancy of 88% carbon free. Under carbon
free. The load bought from ERCOT, and ERCOT has a carbon free component in it. So the carbon
free outcomes can be higher than that. Still it’s hard to discern that because it depends on the season.
Etc. not the point. But that is how we have come up with that percentage.
Kaiba: I appreciate the explanation of “carbon free” scenario. The 100% renewable was also
misunderstood. Can it also be rerun?
Carey: that is what the next list is.
Cyrus: yea, and we also wanted 100% renewable by 2035. But it would get rid of gas in 2030 and then
some how get rid of nuclear in 2035. Whether that means selling it, or if it collapses. Whatever.
Carey: we are not going to give it away.
Cyrus: so, truly 100% renewable by 2035.
Al: We never understood that you would run the gas above 100% load, so to recover the cost of
renewables by selling gas on too. I would have understood the 100% renewable to have no gas.
Carey: says they are going to run your scenario.
Al: ok, yes. Thank you.
Marty: [trying to understand] we will run gas when it is economic. “dispatched economically” And
then purchase carbon offsets?
Erika: we would purchase carbon offsets to offset any gas we use.
Marty: So “When it’s in the money,” It will consider the cost of the offset for determining when its “in
the money?”
Kaiba: She is trying to ask if the bid price will include the price of the carbon offset?
Erika: Of course. Yes. We would not make it cost more money. That would just be another piece of
the cost of generation.
Kaiba: could we just use the EPA social cost of carbon?
Erika: we would be looking for the market offset. We could look at Reggie, there is California, why
not look at the carbon values that are out there?
Kaiba: Well because we have a local climate policy that says we should be using local carbon offsets.

Erika: But how do we value that?
Kaiba:l I agree it is a problem, but it does make sense to value local carbon offsets.
Babu: consider the Texas market price.
Carey: 4 additional scenarios, and you have 6 here. Some look the same. What can I scratch off?
Kaiba: our #1 Carbon free by 2030 in the re-run.
Al’s Carbon free by 2025.
Todd Davey: understand the terminology. What does carbon free mean?
Kaiba: Carbon free: no carbon generation. No fossil fuels, on an annual basis.
Todd: So Carbon neutral includes offset.
Cyrus: that’s correct.
Marty: suggests renaming the scenarios because she is lost.
This is seconded by bob and the business guy.
Carey: Still trying to determine which ones we are running.
Cyrus: Exactly, we are not saying all must be run. Putting all on the table.
Carey: I have checked off two.
Kaiba: should check off three, both in the top section.
Carey: Ok, any other scenarios?
Todd: So, the second one is carbon neutral? Running offsets.
Carey: maintain the gas assets for economical dispatch.
Erika: and no new gas purchases.
Todd: I’d like to see what the model says with not closing FPP.
Carey: just FPP?
Todd: Just to see what it looks like to dispatch all carbon assets dispatched economically.

Carey: Decker is not an issue. It is gone. Just the steam units. Not the turbines.
Laughter about scenarios. Kaiba did not come up with any of these scenarios.
Kaiba: “I typed them up, cuz I’m the girl.”
[Laughter, Snaps, OOOHHHH… ]
Todd: is there a way to model the PSA?
Carey: PSA is simply fuel cost. If I have gas assets, the fuel cost has to go in the PSA.
Davey: But is there a scenario where you are buying beyond your growth that would compress the
cost to the PSA. A way to bring the PSA to Zero as a scenario.
Carey: I am totally against doing that. It would be over my dead body. But we can run it.
Erika: that is a very unlikely scenario. If you want to burn money…
….
Todd: my concern is that this year’s anomaly is the new normal, with the number of hours at these
peak prices?
Erika: I wouldn’t say it is an anomaly. We had a hard year in 2011. Last year was hard. Numerous
happenings intersected.
Carey: It is a good point. If you do take out all of your gas assets you are exposed in a big way at high
temperature times.
Todd: you have nothing to offset.
Carey: If you plan it perfectly you are fine, if you get caught looking you are wiped out.
Babu: the high-low risk does not take in the changes of wind. Or, the fact that renewables we thought
were going to be online might not show up.
Erika: In all the scenarios, we will model the more extreme behaviors as more normal in the coming
years.
Kaiba: Then can we do that for other things, like pertaining to the costs of other resources?
BABU: We can, but it takes time. We only have 6 weeks to finalize everything.
Someone: Do you have a sensitivity for the price of natural gas, solar etc. in the model? You do.
Whatever you do have on sensitivity would be good to see.

Kaiba: Can we get a list of these sensitivities by next meeting and have this conversation? And then
decide on the scenarios?
Erika: Lets figure out the scenarios wanted and then come back and show how they will be modeled.
Carey: any other scenarios.
Cyrus: You assume 900 MW of efficiency/weatherization. We have a study saying we can get to 1350
mw. Take the Carbon free scenario and include more on energy efficiency. Assume 200 of demand
response. Take the carbon free and run it with higher levels of weatherization and efficiency.
So run the Carbon free by 2030, with increased (1150 MW) of efficiency plus 200 MW of DR. Mostly
EE, but 200 MW of DR. tool to offset.
Carey: I don’t think it is going to move the needle…
Cyrus: it might cost the budget more, but it might come out in the wash.
Carey: I think it is going to come out microscopic.
Marty: Local solar is set at 373, from local study they did. Are we interested in a scenario where we
significantly increase that?
Jainee: Can we talk about a scenario with local solar in front of the meter. Increasing the in front of
the meter goal would be more effective.
Erika: We would run both behind and in front of the meter and choose the most effective.
Carey: Well, adding solar in front of the meter is cheapest done in west Texas. Next cheapest done in
a large, 50-100MW chunk. We are running out of places where that can be done. We cannot possibly
add this in front of the meter solar to the degree that we would need to in order to move the needle.
Babu: To add 200 MW needs 2000 acres of land.
Karen: Well that puts it in perspective. How much land is out at Decker?
Cyrus: How much land at Blackland?
Carey: There are a lot of people interested in that Decker land. Solar panels are simply not the best
option. We should sell that land and buy 5x the amount of solar in West Texas.
Hadden: I’m getting restless and want to pitch my scenario. 85% renewable by 2030, have nuclear on
top of that. However, 0% gas.
Cyrus: So, it is just Increasing 77% to 85% by 2030.
Bob: How are these coming back to us? Coming back soon?

Kaiba: I have a lot of anxiety modeling going back on the goals we established. i.e. Fayette. Just want
to voice opposition to that.
Carey: Well, there is zero chance that we are not closing Fayette.
Todd: Curious to see the economic impact. It has been AE’s strategy that AE owns assets as a hedge
against the volatility of buying and selling everything against the market. As we shut these assets
down… What is the new strategy in the new world?
Carey: 2 reasons to have assets. 1. It is our hedge, an economic risk issue 2. The other is we can
control our environmental footprint. And even then, it is a kind of a hazy way that we control our
footprint. We pump our electricity into the grid and buy it back from ERCOT. And the reason to close
Fayette is that it is by far the worst offender. It is not a marginal plant. It is making a decent profit
margin right now. But it is becoming more marginal.
Todd: Is there a way to forecast Texas average rates going forward?
Erika: We can ask finance.
Todd: I guess we will only have it for the next few years… but.
Erika: Futures go out about 10 years.
Carey: yes, but after about 2-3 years it starts to get fuzzy.
Carey: So, ok. We have 10 scenarios. Anyone volunteer pull one down?
Marty: I volunteer to pull “In front of the meter solar” down. But Jainee just left… anyone else
interested?
[Jainee walks back in]
Carey: is that ok with you Jainee?
Kaiba: I want it.
Carey: Ok, then run it.
Cyrus: So, in all but one scenario, Fayette will be economically dispatched for 3 years. And then shut
off.
Carey: Yes. We are not talking about ramp downs.

